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Resonant nonlinear optical response of the fnllerenes C6o and C7p
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Time-resolved degenerate four-wave mixing experiments were conducted on films of pure C60 and C7o

using a picosecond tunable dye laser. The fullerenes exhibit a large third-order optical response, and

their dynamics show wavelength and ffuence dependence. The temporal response is characterized by a
long-lived component attributed to the triplet excited state and an early decay associated with popula-
tion of the singlet excited state. This fast response is considerably shortened at higher laser fluences and

an excitonic singlet-singlet annihilation mechanism is proposed.

C6Q and C7Q initially detected by mass spectroscopy, '

and recently synthesized, have been the subject of many
recent nonlinear optical (NLO) studies. ' These ma-
terials represent new forms of carbon with high symme-
try and unique structures. The molecular clusters have
the shapes of hollow soccer and rugby balls and consist of
12 five-membered rings separated by 20 (C6p) and 25 (C7p)
benzenoid six-membered rings with alternating C—C sin-

gle and C=C double bonds. This structure results in a
three-dimensional delocalization of m electrons, a proper-
ty often associated with enhanced NLO properties in or-
ganic materials. '

The majority of the NLO measurements reported to
date have been carried out in the near-infrared spectral
region, away from any one-photon resonance. " Meth,
Vanherzeele, and Wang measured the dispersion of the
third-order NLO response of a C6Q film by third-
harmonic generation (THG) over the fundamental wave-

length range 1.1 —2.4 pm. Their study showed a three-
photon resonance centered at 1.32 pm. The first degen-
erate four-wave mixing (DFWM) study of solid C6p was

reported by Kafafi et al. A predominantly pulse-limited
NLO response was measured using 35-ps pulses at
1.064 pm. The third-order optical susceptibility,
y„'„'„„=7X10 ' esu, is similar to the value of 4X10
esu determined by THG, away from the three-photon res-
onance. These values obtained for solid C6Q are in

disagreement with that reported by Blau et al. based on

a DFWM study on solutions of C6Q at 1.064 pm. Two
comments ' have recently appeared that specifically ad-
dress the problems with the data and interpretation of
this work. Two independent DFWM studies' ' on
solutions of fullerenes in the visible have recently been re-

ported, but do not appear to be entirely consistent with
each other. In this paper, we investigate the NLO prop-
erties of C6Q and C7Q films by time-resolved degenerate
four-wave mixing, at 597 and 675 nm. These two wave-
lengths were chosen to study the dynamics of the third-
order optical response of the fullerenes in a spectral re-
gion where resonant interactions are expected to play an
important role. Special attention is given to the dynam-
ics of the early NLO response for both fullerenes.

Cheville and Halas' have conducted pump-probe ex-

periments on C6Q films at 605 nm and have shown that
the relaxation process follows a nonexponential decay.
Excited-state absorption spectra of C6Q and C7Q have also
been reported' with special focus on solutions at and
below room temperature. Visible transient absorption
spectra of C6Q in solution yielded an excited-state singlet
S, lifetime on the order of 650 ps. This value is smaller
than the 1.2-ns lifetime reported by Ebbesen, Tanigaki,
and Kuroshima, but much longer than the 43-ps decay
time reported for solid C6Q. A lifetime close to 670 ps
has been measured for C7Q in solution. In general, the
measured S, lifetime of these fullerenes is shorter than
that found for many planar aromatic hydrocarbons.
Since the triplet quantum yield is close to unity, ' '

this result implies a faster singlet-triplet (S,-Tt ) intersys-
tern crossing rate for the fullerenes. The measured T,
lifetimes, in the gas phase and in solution, ' ' ' '
vary between 42 and 410 ps, and 41 ps and 51 ms, for C6Q

and C7Q respectively. The decay of the T, state does not
follow first-order kinetics and its lifetime depends upon
the laser fluence, i.e., the population density of the excit-
ed states. In solution at room temperature, the T, life-

time shows a concentration dependence and is shortened
due to ground-state quenching and triplet-triplet annihi-
lation

C6p (99.99% pure) and C7p (99%+ pure) were obtained
from Strem Chemicals, Inc. and Texas Fullerenes, respec-
tively. The fullerene was placed inside a quartz cell and
vaporized in Uacuo by resistive heating at 400—500'C.
Pure C6Q and C7Q films were deposited onto various opti-
cal substrates for spectroscopic and NLO characteriza-
tion. Optical spectra of C6Q and C7Q films were measured
on a Perkin Elmer A,9 spectrometer to determine the film

thickness and the linear absorption coefficients shown in
Table I. At 597 nm, both fullerenes have moderate ab-
sorption coefficients with C7Q being more absorbing than

C6Q At 675 nm, both fullerenes are less absorbing. The
absorption spectrum of C6Q exhibits a broad band cen-
tered around 450 nm. The spectrum of C7Q is qualitative-

ly similar and extends from 450 to 700 nm. The sirnilari-

ty of the solid-state spectra of the fullerenes to their
solution or gas-phase spectra ' at or below room tem-
perature has been previously noted. These studies sug-
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Fullerene
(nm)

(3) (3) g (3)a Xxxxx Xxyyx ~ Xxxxx

(10 cm ') (10 " esu)

Ceo

597 2.03
675 1.99
597 2.12
675 2.04

9.2+1.4
1.5+0.1

48.2+0.3
8.5+3.0

38+9
8.2+0.8
210+10
64+20

&0.011
&0.070
&0.012
(0.020

TABLE I. Linear and nonlinear optical properties of C6o and

C7o.

magnitude larger than that measured when the pump-
and-probe beams were cross-polarized. This NLO
response showed the cubic laser intensity dependence ex-

pected for a third-order optical response. At high laser
intensities, the NLO signal showed evidence of satura-
tion. The magnitude of the tensor component y„'„'„„is de-

rived using the expression

'Data are from Refs. 29 and 30 for C6o and C&o, respectively.
X„'„'„„=6.1 and 5.3X10 ' esu at 597 and 675 nm are used for
the reference CS2 by interpolation from the reported values

(Refs. 40 and 41).

gest that solid C60 and C7Q should be viewed as molecular
solids. This is further supported by the narrow peaks and
fine structure observed in the photoemission and inverse
Photoemission sPectra of solid C60 and C70.

The highest-occupied molecular-orbital (h„) to
lowest-unoccupied molecular-orbital (t&„) excitation for
C60 consists of fifteen transitions, all of which are orbital-
ly forbidden and are predicted to lie to the red of the first
optically allowed transition. Absorption bands observed
between 410 and 620 nm have been assigned to these for-
bidden transitions from the singlet A ground state to ex-
cited singlet states with triple (T~s, Tq~ ), quadruple (Gg ),
or quintuple (H ) degeneracy. 37 3s The orbital forbidden-
ness is partially lifted by Herzberg-Teller interactions in
which excitation of a vibration of a suitable symmetry re-
sults in intensity borrowing from an allowed transition.
The degeneracy of the upper states may be removed by
Jahn-Teller distortions. In solution, Leach et al. have
assigned the bands in the 560-620-nm region to vibroni-
cally allowed transitions between the Ag and quasidegen-
erate T&g and Tzg states. The broad absorption band
measured for solid C60 between 550 and 650 nm appears
to be associated with these transitions. A series of very
weak bands between 640 and 700 nm for C60 in solution
has been assigned to the spin and orbitally forbidden
'Ag- T&g transition, the lowest singlet-triplet transitions.
It is possible that the observed absorptions in the solid
are due to similar transitions. For C7Q a detailed spectral
assignment has not yet been reported.

Degenerate four-wave mixing experiments were per-
formed on films of C60 and C7Q using an amplified dye
laser system. It consists of a dye laser (Coherent 702)
that is synchronously pumped by the second harmonic of
a mode-locked Nd: YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) laser
(Coherent Antares), and a three-stage dye amplifier (Con-
tinuum PTA60) that is pumped by the second harmonic
of a 10-Hz regenerative Nd:YAG amplifier. A pulse
width of 1.2 ps full width at half maximum was measured
at both wavelengths. A phase conjugate geometry was
adopted where the laser output is split into three beams,
two counterpropagating pump beams and a weaker probe
beam that interrogates the sample at 13.8' angle. The po-
larization of each of the temporally and spatially over-
lapped beams was adjusted by a half-wave plate or a
Babinet-Soleil compensator. The NLO signal measured
in the all parallel x polarization was several orders of
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FIG. 1. Time dependence of the degenerate four-wave signal
measured at 597 nm and a laser fluence of 6.8 mJ/cm for a
150-nm-thick C&o film deposited on a CaF2 substrate. All four
beams I& -I4 are polarized in the x direction.

where a3 is the coeScient of the cubic term in the least-
squares fit of the phase conjugate signal, l is the path
length, n is the refractive index, and a is the linear ab-
sorption coefBcient of the sample. CSz was used as the
reference. ' ' Table I lists the values of ly„'„'„„l measured
for both fullerenes at 597 and 675 nm. At 597 nm, C60
has a y„''„=3.8X10 ' esu 5 and 50 times larger than
those determined at 675 nm and 1.064 pm, respectively.
Its third-order nonlinear response increases monotonical-
ly as the wavelength shifts to the blue, approaching reso-
nance with the symmetry-forbidden transition. A similar
wavelength dependence was observed for the third-order
optical coeScient of C70. The largest measured g' '„„of
2X 10 esu for C70 at 597 nm is more than 5 times larger
than that of C60 at the same wavelength. There appears
to be a direct correlation between the measured g„'„' and
a. These results suggest that resonant interactions con-
tribute significantly to the large nonlinear optical
response of the fullerenes.

The temporal response of the phase conjugate signal
was measured as a function of the delay time of the back
pump at different laser intensities. This is illustrated for
C7Q at 597 nm in Fig. 1. The response exhibits a rapidly
decaying component and a slower component that per-
sists much longer than the nanosecond time scale of the
experiment. These dynamics yield direct evidence for
participation of excited states in the nonlinear process.
The fast component, shown below in more detail in Fig.
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3, appears to be associated with population of the S,
singlet excited state. The slow component seems to be re-
lated to population of the T, triplet state reached via in-
tersystem crossing. The ratio of pzyyz/px zx &0 01 ob-
tained for C60 and C7Q at 597 nm is inconsistent with a
nonresonant electronic nonlinearity but supports a mech-
anism that involves excited-state population. Excited-
state contributions to the g„' ' tensor component are as-
sociated with the orientation correlation function of the
transition dipoles. ' The correlation decays rapidly to
zero on the time scale of the picosecond NLO measure-
ments for the triply degenerate excited states of C60. An
upper limit of the nonresonant electronic y„' '„„ofC60
may be estimated from the experimentally measured

y,' '„&4.2X10 ' esu at 597 nm. Considering the ratio
y'„~~„/y„'„'„„=1/3 expected for an instantaneous elec-
tronic nonlinearity in an isotropic medium, the non-
resonant electronic component of g„' '„ for C60 must be
smaller than 1.3X10 " esu. This value is close to
y' '„=7X10 ' esu measured at 1.064 pm, away from
any one-photon resonance.

The dynamics of the early NLO response and the pho-
tophysics of the associated excited states are displayed in
some detail in Figs. 2—4. Figure 2 illustrates the erst 40
ps of the NLO response of C60 measured at 597 nm at
different laser fluences. A nonexponential decay is ob-
served and at low laser fluences the decay is consistent
with the results of the pump-probe study conducted at
605 nm. ' The dynamics exhibit a strong dependence on
the laser fluence with the decay becoming much faster as
the fluence increases. In contrast, the decay displayed in
Fig. 3 for C7Q at 597 nm is much faster and shows very
little dependence on the laser fluence. Since the linear ab-
sorption coefficient of C~Q is six times larger than that of
C60 at this wavelength, this difference may be simply re-
lated to differences in population densities of the excited
states of the two molecular clusters. Indeed, when the
laser was tuned to a wavelength where the absorption of
C7Q was comparable to that of C60 at 597 nm, similar dy-
namics were observed for the two fullerenes. This result
is shown in Fig. 4 where the dynamics of the early NLO
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FIG. 3. The early temporal response measured as a function
of laser fluence for a 150-nm-thick C7o film at a fluence of a,
0.73; b, 1.5; c, 2.4; d, 4.5; and e, 6.8 m J/cm' at 597 nm.

response of C70 at 675 nm exhibit a strong dependence on
the fluence. Similar dynamics were observed for C60 at
675 nm with varying laser fluences.

The above NLO results indicate that on a picosecond
time scale, excitation of solid C60 and C70 at either wave-

length lead to population of excited states primarily in
the singlet manifold. This conclusion is supported by re-
cent nonlinear transmission measurements which
showed that C60 and C7Q behave as reverse saturable ab-

sorbers (i.e., the absorption cross section for the singlet
excited state is larger than that of the ground state) at
these same wavelengths. As previously observed in solu-

tions, ' ' ' the lifetime of the excited singlet state seems
to be governed by the S,-T, intersystem crossing. These

S, lifetimes are expected to be even shorter for solid C60
and C7Q than their solution counterparts ' due to inter-22, 23

molecular interactions. Our dynamics results have also
shown that the lifetime of the S, state is strongly depen-
dent on the excited-state population density. At the
highest fluence levels where the S, population density
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FIG. 2. The early temporal response measured as a function
of laser fluence for a 1.2-pm-thick C6o film at a fluence of a, 0.91;
b, 1.4; c, 2.4, d, 4.1; and e, 11 rnJ/cm at 597 nm.

FIG. 4. The early temporal response measured as a function

of laser fluence for a 0.97-pm-thick C7O film at a fluence of a,
0.22; b, 0.33; c, 0.90; d, 1.3; and e, 2.5 mJ/cm at 675 nm.
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may exceed one-tenth of the ground-state density, decay
times of a few picoseconds are observed. Longer decay
times were measured at lower laser fluences. At the
lowest excitation densities, the decay of the NLO signal
of C is consistent with the 43-ps lifetime previously
measured, also at low fluence, by transient absorption at
605 nm. ' The shortening of the lifetime of the electronic
excited state, observed at high laser fluence, is attributed
to an excitonic singlet-singlet annihilation mechanism.
This fast decay appears to follow second-order kinetics
and will be treated in more detail in a future publication.

In summary, the fullerenes C and C7o exhibit large
third-order NLO response at 597 and 675 nm, arising
from excited-state population. The early temporal
response is dominated by the decay of the short-lived S&

singlet excited state whose lifetime is strongly dependent
on the population density. Exciton-exciton annihilation
is suggested as the contributing mechanism for the fast
decay rates measured at high laser fluences. A long-lived
component observed in the temporal response is attribut-
ed to the triplet T, excited state. The dynamic model
proposed in this study is consistent with conclusions of
the nonlinear transmission measurements on C and

C7&, performed at the same wavelengths.
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